Table Art table sizes
Table Size

Recommended
Table Linen

5’ round
(1.5m)

3m round
underlay

6’ round
(1.8m)

4’ square
(1.2m)

8’
banquet
table
(2.4mx1.2
m)

Drop off
table

Seats
how
many
guests?
Drops to floor
8-10
guests

2.1m square
overlay

30cm drop on
sides

3.3m round
underlay
2.1m square
overlay

Drops to floor

3.3m round
underlay

Drops to floor

2.1m square
overlay

45cm drop on
sides

2/3.3m round
underlays

Drops to floor

3.6mx2.1m
trestle cloth or
2/2.1m square
overlays

45cm drop on
sides, 60cm at
ends

Notes

To cover the legs of the tables, we
recommend hiring an underlay in poly or
satin fabric to go under the Table Art
square overlay. See photo below.

10-12
guests

As above with 5’ round table

6-8
guests

Many people don’t use underlays for square
& banquet tables as an overlay will cover
the drop until 30cm from the floor. It will
depend on how formal the occasion is,

10-12
guests

As above with 4’ square table

15cm drop on
sides

Table Size

Recommended
Table Linen

Drop off
table

Seats
how
many
guests?
6 guests

6’ trestle
table
(1.8mx.75
m/.90m)

3mx2.1m trestle
cloth

60cm drop on
ends, 70cm
drop on sides

8’ trestle
table
(2.4mx.75
m/.90m)

3.6mx2.1m
trestle cloth

60cm drop on
ends, 70cm
drop on sides

Bar table
1.1m high

3m round
underlay
2.1m square
overlay

Drops to the
floor
Corners drop
to floor, sides
drop 20cm
from floor.

See photo below for example.

High bar
1.8mx1.15
m

3.6mx2.1m
trestle cloth

Covers bar to
the floor and
all sides.

Fits under lid of high bar to keep place. See
photo below for example

8 guests

Notes

We don’t recommend underlays for trestle
tables as you only see a maximum of 5cm of
the fabric. To box (to the floor) a 6’ trestle
table on all four sides, we use a 3.6mx2.1m
trestle cloth.
We don’t recommend underlays for trestle
tables as you only see a maximum of 5cm of
the fabric. To box (to the floor) an 8’
trestle table on all four sides, we use two
square overlays.

Square overlay with round underlay to the floor.

3.6mx2.1m trestle cloth to cover high bar.

Square overly with round underlay on bar table.
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